Erasmus University Rotterdam

In 1913, the Erasmus School of Economics was established as the Netherlands School of Commerce. In 1973, the Netherlands School of Economics merged with the faculty of medicine to form Erasmus University Rotterdam. The University has 23,867 students, with 4,226 international students and 8 different schools. Today, Erasmus University Rotterdam has grown to be one of the leading academic institutions in the world.

Erasmus School of Economics

The Erasmus School of Economics (ESE) was established in 1973. ESE has a businesslike atmosphere and is located in the middle of one of the world's largest European port cities. The ESE has almost 4500 students, with 695 international students from 74 different nations. ESE teaches courses on a block system, in which two blocks will be equal to one semester at TAMU.

The City: Rotterdam

About

Rotterdam is home to the largest port in Europe, and to Erasmus University Rotterdam. It boasts a number of enterprises, and is a center for European trade.

Rotterdam offers a variety of cultural activities for its visitors including theaters, cinemas, festivals, sporting events, trend-setting nightlife, and a broad selection of museums. Its 173 different nationalities of residents gives the city a cosmopolitan feel.

Transport in Rotterdam is well organized. You can travel to other Dutch cities by car or train in less than an hour. You can also fly from Rotterdam airport to many major cities in Europe.

Life in Rotterdam

Average Living Expenses Per Month:

- Housing: 550 euro
- Insurance: 55 euro
- Other Expenses: 350 euro

Exchange Students will have time to explore Rotterdam's unique culture including museums, the city's distinct architecture, a zoo, and the famous Erasmus Bridge.

GO ABROAD, CHOOSE ERASMUS!
Sample Course (Blocks 1 & 2)

Block 1
- Entrepreneurship in the Modern Economy
- Development Economics
- Computer Science
- Neuroeconomics
- Corporate Social Responsibility and Non-profit Management
- Port Management and Maritime Logistics
- Behavioral Finance
- Exploration of New Markets through Innovation

Block 2
- Consumer Behavior
- History and Diversity of Economics
- International Economic Institutions
- Health Economics
- Behavioral Economics
- Energy Economics
- Impact Evaluation of Business Strategy and Public Policy
- Political Economy
- Writing and Presenting in English
- Experimental Economics of Organizations
- Marketing Models
- Quantitative Methods for Logistics
- The Practice of Financial Markets
- Quantitative Methods for Finance
- Monetary Economics
- Economics of Taxation

The Exchange Program
Exchange students may join Erasmus for a full academic year, or for a semester at a time. The exchange program consist of core courses that include microeconomics, macroeconomics, international economics, as well as more in-depth courses. Exchange students have the opportunity to choose specialized courses in fields such as small business

Travel to Rotterdam and experience Europe’s biggest port city and all she has to offer!

To Apply
Admission Requirements
- Have finished one year of bachelor program
- Show sufficient knowledge in math and economics
- Be nominated by TAMU
- Application form, passport sized photo, official academic transcript, 2 copies of passport

Sample Courses (Blocks 3 & 4)

Block 3
- Money, Credit and Banking
- Labor Economics
- Environmental Economics
- Introduction to Urban & Regional Economics
- Introduction to Transport Economics
- Small Business Economics
- Entrepreneurship and Strategy Economics
- Economics of Markets and Organization
- Finance 2, Advanced Financial Accounting
- Advanced Management Accounting

Block 4
- Financial Accounting and Reporting
- Management Accounting and Control
- Corporate Finance
- Marketing Strategy
- Marketing for Entrepreneurs
- Regional and Transport Economics
- Competition Policy
- The Economics of Exchange Rates
- Interest Rates and Stock Markets
- Entrepreneurship and Organization
- Economics of the Public Sector
- Organizational Design and Management